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ABSTRACT
The concept of SEEKING describes a predisposition to search enthusiastically for rewards in the
environment. While SEEKING and its underlying functional anatomy have been extensively investigated
in animals, such processes in humans, especially brain-damaged individuals, remain understudied. We
therefore conducted an exploratory behavioral study in stroke patients to investigate the effects of brain
lesions that anatomically could be interpreted to impact the SEEKING system and predicted relationships
to depression. Patients with lesions in anterior, medial, and/or subcortical lesions showed significantly
lower SEEKING scores and higher depression scores than nonlesioned subjects in the control group.
Based on our data and related work on animals, we propose central involvement of the anterior
subcortical–cortical midline system as core of the limbic system in SEEKING in humans.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of the current study was to investigate basic emotions and attachment in a sample of 86 stroke patients. We 
included a control group of 115 orthopedic patients (matched for age and cognitive status) without brain lesions to 
control for unspecific general illness effects of a traumatic recent event on basic emotions and attachment. In order to 
measure basic emotions and attachment style we applied the Affective Neuroscience Personality Scale (ANPS) and the 
Attachment Style Questionnaire (ASQ). The stroke patients showed significantly different scores in the SEEKING, 
SADNESS, and ANGER subscales of the ANPS as well as in the Relationship as Secondary Attachment dimension of the 
ASQ when compared to the control group. These differences show a pattern influenced by lesion location mainly as 
concerns basic emotions. Anterior, medial, left, and subcortical patients provide scores significantly lower in ANPS-
SEEKING than the control group; ANPS-SADNESS scores in anterior, right, medial, and subcortical patients were 
significantly higher than those of the control group. ANPS-ANGER scores in posterior, right, and lateral patients were 
significantly higher than those in the control group; finally, the ANPS-FEAR showed slightly lower scores in posterior 
patients than in the control group. Minor effects on brain lesions were also individuated in the attachment style. 
Anterior lesion patients showed a significantly higher average score in the ASQ-Need for Approval subscale than the 
control group. ASQ-Confidence subscale scores differed significantly in stroke patients with lesions in medial brain 
regions when compared to control subjects. Scores at ANPS and ASQ subscales appear significantly more correlated in 
stroke patients than in the control group. Such finding of abnormalities, especially concerning basic emotions in stroke 
brain-lesioned patients, indicates that the effect of brain lesions may enhance the interrelation between basic 
emotions and attachment with respect to the control group.
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